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- Established in November 1842, it is the oldest and most influential public higher education institution in Chile
- 20 Chilean Presidents have been students of the University of Chile
- Two members of the University have received the Nobel Literature Prize: Gabriela Mistral (1945) and Pablo Neruda (1971)

In numbers

- 41,000 students
- 18 undergraduate schools & 17 postgraduate schools
- 69 Undergraduate Bachelors programs
- 119 Masters programs
- 38 doctoral programs

1st place in the Universities of Chile Ranking of America Economía 2018
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Undergraduate School (3500 students)
- Bachelor in Economics
- Bachelor in Business
- Bachelor in Information Systems and Management Control
- Bachelor in Auditing

Graduate School (1500 students)
- 4 MBA formats
- 10 Masters programs
- PhD in Economics
- PhD in Business Management
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Mission: Excellence

- 98 full-time professors, made up of former state ministers, former Central Bank presidents, and other influential figures on the national and regional stage
- 16 research centers
- 624 intellectual contributions in the last 5 years
- First and only ISI Indexed Economics Journal in Chile
- **AACSB accreditation** since 2015
- No.1 public Business School in Latin America (Ranking America Economía 2018)
Mission: Global Vision

- 135+ international cooperation agreements
- Exchange programs in 4 continents
- Dual Degree Masters programs with Tulane University, University of Groningen, University of South Carolina and Kedge Business School
- Undergraduate *International Business of the Americas* program with University of South Carolina: Darla Moore School of Business
- Summer English Program for FEN students
- FEN Summer School for international students
- More than **30 courses taught in English** per year
Distinguished Research Areas:

• Industrial Marketing Center
• Institute of Health Administration
• Center for Studies of Conflict & Social Cohesion
• Group of Business Leaders Against Climate Change
• Growth & Competitiveness Lab
• Center of Accounting & Information Transparency
• Center of Tax Studies
• Microdata Center
Our Campus

- Downtown Santiago
- 5 buildings
- State of the art sports facilities
- Great transportation links
- Modern library
- Computer labs
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FEN’s International Office

- 320+ international students per year
- 120+ Chilean students abroad per year
- Dynamic exchange program
- FEN Summer School
- Tailor-made Study Tours
- International Fair
- FEN Buddy Program
- Language tandem programs

international.fen.uchile.cl
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FEN Summer School
“Doing Business in Chile & Latin America”
6 ECTS

• First two weeks of July every year.
• Multicultural program taught in English.
• 2-week course with intense cultural immersion and education of business practices.
• Diverse student body from Asia, Australia, Europe and North America.
• Exciting combination of class-based activities, business excursions & day trips.
• Ongoing Spanish classes.

• Cost: US$ 1300
FEN Launches 3 New Study Tour Programs
FEN LAUNCHES 3 NEW STUDY TOUR PROGRAMS

Are you looking for a quality, fully-accredited institution to organize an immersive, two-week academic, business and cultural experience for your undergraduate or graduate students? The International Office at FEN–Universidad de Chile is delighted to announce the launch of 3 new short-term programs.

• Spanish Language & Chilean Culture
• Doing Business in Chile and Latin America
• Innovation & Entrepreneurship in Chile

FEN’s short-term programs will allow your students to gain first-hand experience of university life in a vibrant, cosmopolitan Latin American city.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A QUOTE, WRITE TO SDAZIN@FEN.UCHILE.CL

HIGHLIGHTS OF FEN’S SHORT-TERM PROGRAMS

• All 3 programs are credit bearing (6 ECTS each) with official transcripts and a certificate of completion (if required by your institution)
• We mix classes with company visits and social and cultural activities to give students a real immersive experience of student life in Chile
• FEN is centrally located in downtown Santiago
• We are close to a wide range of accommodation and dining options to suit every budget
• Two weeks at FEN allow for travel time before or after the program to some of Chile’s magnificent natural regions (Atacama Desert, Patagonia, The Andes)

All of our short-term programs cater to groups of 10 to 40 students for a duration of 2 weeks (i.e. 10 classroom days).
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Chile: A World of Landscapes
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